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preponderance of the American nuclear power after the war and it won't take much
to gain complete control.

But they don't simply put all their eggs in one basket. Cuba was taken over
and there we have 90 miles from our shore we have nuclear weapons. We have men
trained who are sent all over the world to fight wherever there is a chance of
winning control. I feel very sorry for the millions of people in Afghanistan who
are suffering as for six years the great numbers of Russian troops have been try
ing to bring that country under complete subjection. Millions have been killed
by them. But you know who I personally feel sympahhy for? I think of the young
Russians who reach the age of 18 or 20. They are immediately ordered into the army,
sent wherever they are ordered. No say whatever what they are to do, and 100,000
of them sent to Afghanistan to face people who naturally feel as anyone would
feel if they were attacked the way the Russians have attacked Afghanistan these
six years. Sent there to fight against them, to suffer, to die in trying to bring
them into the sort of subjection that everyone in Russia has suffered for these
many years.

Se we have in Nicaragua a st-ong beachhead. It is easy to see what will happen.
Let them get control. Today they are making all the young men appear for military
service, for ti training in order to conquer neighboring countries. Let he
them reach Mexica. Have you ever noticed that there is agitation and upheaval in
other countries, but you never hear of anyin Mexico. Mexico has terrible corruption.
In Mexico each President as he has retired after six years has taken with him
tremendous sums of money. The graft in Mexico is tremendous. Great oil resources,
but the money has gone into the pockets of the officials. The people have had to
suffer inflation after inflation. Yet you never hear of disaffection or trouble in
Mexico. Why? Because the communists are not ready for it yet.

But as far as a situation where it could be developed quickly, Mexico is as
bad as any country in the Americas in that regard, as a possible place. What will
happen when Nicaragua gets the nation next to it and next to it and as Mexico is
gradually taken over. Millions of people rushing across the Rio Grande. Rushing
for safety. Rushing for escape. There is no way to keep them out of this country.
The country will be demotalized as these millions of people sweep across if it is
allowed to go that far.

One or the other of these two lines, unless they think of another also and they
procede under every possible line because a great part of the resources of the
country(Russia) are devoted to this sort of preparation constantly. Hundreds, yet
pcobably thousands of spies in this country, and more than that leaders, men working
to build up propaganda, to build up oppositition to everything that would mean
future safety for this country?

What does that do with us? What should we do? There are two important things.
If you know the times, if you see what is happening, in the first place, I say,
every Christian should put forth preventitive measures in the hope that they might
possibly be successful. We cannot tell what God has in mind, but God always wants
His people to do what ever they can to prevent evil. So in these days when so many
people are so utterly careless as to political and national times, only a small
group if they would work actively to persuade their leaders to take the measures that
would keep the nation strong, to take the methods that would prevent Nicaragua from
proceding on and on to make ocnquest of the whole Americas as more and more money
men and weapons are brought in there. That is an important thing that each of us
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